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For recipients, importing ams makes

it unnecessary to invest in expensive
anus industries of one's own. For many
developing countries, arias transfers, are
the easiest way to gain access to the ad-
vanced technology of the developed
arias exporters. Sometimes this technol-
ogy can be used ln non-military ways.
Furthermore, developed suppliers will
often build infrastructure - such as
roads, ports, airstrips and bridges - for
developing recipienits so they can use
the weapons they have bought. This,
too, benefits the civilian economy.

WMat is bad about the
arms trade ?

Although there are benefits to the
arias trade, there are also many draw-
backs.

Securif y drawbacks
For the recipient, acquiring amins

does not always increase security. he
supplier's weapons may not be suited to
the terrain, climate or skills of the
recipient. The supplier may learn impor-
tant details about the recipient's armed
forces that could be used against it in a
war. In addition, acquiring arias can put
the recipient out of balance with neigh-
bouring countries and lead to a regional
arias race. This, in tuia, can make war
more likely. This is a big drawback of
the arias trade for the international corn
munity.

There are security drawbacks for sup-

make them
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The armns trade can lead to the
presence of many foreigners in the
recipient country (e.g., building in-
frastructure, providing training or tech-
mical support). This can cause strains in
the recipient society.

MiIitaiy drawbacks
Filling foreign orders can leave the

supplier short of weapons for its own
armed forces. In addition, the weapons
produced may be designed to, suit the ex-
port market and not the supplier's for-
ces.

The recipient can becorne dependent
on the supplier for spare parts, ammuni-
tion and techaical services.

Economic drawbacks
The supplier may become dependent

on the international arms market which
is highly competitive and unstable.

For the recipient, buying arms cari
lead to large debt loads. The weapons
also absorb resources that could other-
wise go to social and economic develop-
ment.

Canada is not a major arms exporter.
We account for less than one percent of
the global ams trade.

Even though countries have their own
controls, there is currently no interna-
tional treaty or mechanismn for the
widespread control of conventional
arias transfers.

Earlier this year, Canada proposed
several measures to reduce the bad ef-
fects of the arias trade. We suggested
that there should be a meeting of the
major arms exporters, at which they
could agree to pay more attention to the
potentially hariaful effects of their arias
transfers, and to consult on situations
where large or unusual build-ups of
arms seem to be developing.

We also called for countries to make
the arias trade more transparent, by ex-
changing information about their arms
transfers. Right now, not much informa-
tion is available about the ams trade.
Reliable information about arias im-
ports could prevent countries from over-
estimating the amount of armns their
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